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Chinese commercial giant set to open new unmanned
automated stores
EJ Ward
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After rolling out the ﬁrst self-service store Suning Sports Biu in Nanjing last year, Suning launched its
second cashier-less store in Shanghai earlier this week.

Self-service store Suning Sports Biu [File photo: VCG]

Also, three more stores will be opened soon in Beijing, Chongqing and Xuzhou. With broader
product categories, the new stores will not only sell sports products and souvenir items of wellknown football clubs, such as F.C. Internazionale Milano, consumers could also ﬁnd gadgets,
personal electronics, food and FMCG goods to fulﬁll more unique purchasing demands.
Promising an eﬀortless checkout experience, which they say will take less than 15 seconds, through
the use of technology and unmanned stores which they claim will also feature Augmented Reality
technology to display creative items, meaning better use of space.
"The 'Biu' store is the latest innovation of Suning's 'Smart Retail'," said Zhang Jindong, Chairman of
Suning Holdings Group. "Suning has more than 1,500 brick-and-mortar stores which have been
upgraded to big data-driven smart stores years ago. With extensive oﬄine experience and
advantages in O2O retail, Suning's unmanned store model has undergone the concept and trial
stages, and is now ready to scale up. These stores are launched for business, and are reproducible,
cost-wise and technology-wise. As today's tech-savvy consumers expect diﬀerent shopping
experience, we see more opportunities in the industry and Suning is dedicated to creating best
services for our customers," he said.
Powered by facial recognition technology, Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID), big data analysis
and its own online ﬁnancial services, Suning says that their unmanned stores will “oﬀer a frictionless
shopping and a paying process quicker than other similar stores to optimize the user experience”.
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